TWO THEOREMS ON TOPOLOGICAL LATTICES
ALEXANDER
This being impossible we infer that (q\f L)[\A=φ and qe(A\J L)\A=(A\/ L)\(A /\L). The connected set (p\/L)\J (q\/L) intersects U and V and so intersects
We assume that the reader is familiar with the cyclic element theory of locally connected continua as given in [4] . We recall that a locally compact connected topological lattice is locally connected [1] . THEOREM 
Let L be a compact connected metrizable topological lattice. Then L is a cyclic chain, each cyclic element of which is a convex sublattice. If L is topologically contained in the plane then each true cyclic element of L is 2-cell and L has the fixed-point property.
Proof. Let C be a true cyclic element of L, let x, yeC with x<Ly and let peL such that %<Lp<Ly. If T is a maximal chain containing x, p, and y then T is an arc from 0 to 1, as is well known [1] . Hence the set . If z is a cutpoint then, since {z} is convex, L= (z /\L)\J(z\J L) and thus z is comparable with each xeL, by Theorem 1. We may assume that p<g. We will show that C= {x\p<Lx^q} The convexity of C proves the containment Ό "
If αeC and if, say, x <: q is false then we have q < x. By Theorem 1, L\q=((q Λ L)\Q) \J ((q V L)\q) is a separation and C meets both members, contrary to the fact that C is a true cyclic element [4] . Dually, x<Lp cannot be false, proving the containment "cZ" of the desired equality. It follows that C is a convex sublattice. The cases p=0 or q=l are treated similarly. The remaining results follow from the fact that /iΓ(L)=0 [3] so that L is a locally connected continuum [1] which does not cut the plane [4] .
